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Abstrat: Whoever has had his ell phone stolen knows how frustrating it is to be unable
to get his ontat list bak. To avoid data loss when losing or destroying a mobile devie
like a PDA or a ell phone, data is usually baked-up to a xed station. However, in the
time between the last bakup and the failure, important data an have been produed and
then lost.
To handle this issue, we propose a transparent ollaborative bakup system. Indeed, by
saving data on other mobile devies between two onnetions to a global infrastruture, we
an resist to suh senarios.
In this paper, after a general desription of suh a system, we present a way to repliate
data on mobile devies to attain a prerequired resiliene for the bakup.
Key-words: Data resiliene, mobile omputing, ollaboration, bakup, sensor networks,
mobile ad ho networks, data MULEs.
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Fiabilité des sauvegardes dans un servie de sauvegarde
ollaboratif pour terminaux mobiles
Résumé : Quionque à déjà perdu son téléphone portable sait qu'outre la perte matérielle,
la pertes de la liste des ontats est très génante. Pour éviter toute perte de données lors
de la destrution ou la perte d'un appareil mobile tel qu'un PDA ou un téléphone portable,
les données sont habituellement sauvegardées sur une station xe. Cependant, les données
aquises depuis la dernière sauvegarde seront dénitivement perdues.
Pour proteger es données, nous proposons d'utiliser un système de sauvegarde ollab-
orative. En eet, sauvegarder les données importantes sur les terminaux voisins via un
dispositif de ommuniation sans-ls permettrait de palier e problème.
Mots-lé : Tolérane aux fautes, informatique mobile, système ollaboratif, sauvegarde,
réseaux de apteurs, réseaux mobile ad ho
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1 Introdution
The use of mobile omputers, suh as laptops, PDAs, mobile phones or digital ameras, has
inreased amazingly during past years. Thus, the prodution of sensible data on suh devie
has also inreased. The loss of suh data an have painful onsequene for users : loss of
phone numbers, loss of meeting dates, or deletion of important notes or pitures.
To redue data loss, those devies usely have a synhronization-like mehanism, whih
main issue is that you need to be near your omputer bringing up time periods during whih
devie failure means irreversible data loss. For example, if you take a note on your PDA
during a meeting and your PDA get lost, stolen or broken on your way bak, then the note
is denitely lost.
However, more and more mobile devies ome with wireless onnetivity like IEEE 802.11
or Bluetooth. Using neighbor devies to save data right after its prodution an derease
data loss by restoring data either from a global-sale network like the Internet or diretly
from a bakup devie. Saving automatially on a global-sale network seems to be a viable
assumption beause of the growing number of wireless aess to the Internet. Nevertheless,
the required infrastruture for this kind of aess is expensive (e.g. GPRS, UMTS). In suh
a situation, the use of neighbor peers to bakup sensible data is a way to derease the ost
of the bakup.
We aim at designing and implementing a transparent ollaborative bakup servie for
mobile devies [9℄. Suh a servie diers from existing works and thus needs to meet spei
requirements we outline in setion 2. Then, we analyze several issues spei to mobile
devie data and repliation in setion 3. Afterwards, we present a way to order replias in
that system in setion 4 and ideas for bakup terminals to manage replias in setion 5.
Finally, after outlining works that are still pending in setion 6, we present existing systems
in setion 7 and onlude in setion 8.
2 Design overview
Our main purpose is to design an eient bakup system alled MoSAIC [10℄ that an
handle high mobility, whih means that it needs to handle two senarios:
- When onneted to a global network like the Internet, the system must use this op-
portunity to save data on a resilient server.
- When disonneted from the global network, it must use neighbors to bakup seleted
data (i.e. data of higher importane).
Also, depending on data prodution (e.g. prodution rate, data importane), the system
should adapt the level of repliation. We espeially want fair use of the system to avoid
useless resoure onsumption. Moreover, the system needs to be proteted against egoisti
partiipants that bakup but do not provide resoures to others.
Furthermore, the system should avoid useless energy onsumption. As the system should
work on mobile system, energy and other resoure are quite sare and should be used wisely.
RR n0123456789
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We want the system to be as impliit for the user as possible. That means:
- very few ations are required from the user when performing the bakup or the reovery
(i.e. the bakup needs to be a omplete one and easy to restore),
- no prior trust relationship with other peers is required,
- no extra hardware is required.
As shown in gure 1, a lient terminal an either bakup its data to another terminal
(the bakup peer) or to an Internet server. Data an be transfered from the bakup peer to
the Internet server. The lient terminal an then restore its data either from a bakup peer
or from the Internet server. We do not onsider to propagate bakup through peers due to
two reasons:
- Copy of bakup through terminals osts energy and others resoures. Just propagating
replia with deletion of the original one osts in ommuniation resoures (e.g. energy
and time) and does not improve bakup reliability.
- Only the owner of the data an know when it's neessary to start a repliation. A
repliation issued by a bakup terminal has a high probability to be useless.
That sheme also ts well for data MULE [19℄ networks. Data MULEs are mobile wireless
terminals or sensors that arry data from a loation to another by the mobility of its arrier.
For example, Burrell et al. [4℄ propose to use a sensor in a shovel or other tools that ollet
data from sensors in the vineyard so that the omputer at the farm will be able to analyze
data brought bak by the movement of the farmer.
In the same way, attle health an be monitored using sensors that transmit data to a
base station. Either health data, like temperature, or alerts an be issued by sensors. Those
data, espeially alerts, need to reah the base station even if the sensor fails. Using the
proposed system an help those data to reah the base station. Sensors on birds that keep
traks of enounters an be used to monitor epidemis. During the enounters, the sensors
an also use neighbors to save their data and optimize the reading by the observer (he just
has to read one bird's sensor instead of all sensors).
Besides the two previous arhiteture, Banâtre et al. [1℄ propose to use ollaborative
robots to realize tasks without a entralized brain. In that system, data gathering and
transmission are key points. In that system some information should be baked-up to a
loal brain (i.e. a reliable storage lose to the robots) or a global server. Then the
MoSAIC sheme an be applied to inrease data availability or redue the need for a global
wireless overage area.
INRIA
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Figure 1: Considered bakup senarios.
3 Data issues
3.1 Mobile devie data
In this setion, we look at produed data on lassial mobile devies (i.e. PDAs and mobile
phones) and at their attributes to understand their spei issues.
The rst data attribute is, obviously, the size. The size depends highly on the types of
data: they go from less than 200 bytes for SMS or a shedule entry, to hundred of megabytes
for video aptures. The seond attribute is the prodution method. For instane, if a note
an be reated, updated or deleted, pitures are generally only reated or deleted on those
devies. Another attribute is the importane of data, whih an be from high for notes
taken during a meeting to very low for holiday pitures. Dependenies are also important:
an e-mail an be useless until you have all preeding e-mails in a disussion thread. When
a data item depends on preeding data like in a disussion thread, we all that dependeny
a temporal dependeny ontrary to a spatial dependeny where a data item D depends on
several others that an depend on D. Finally, a last attribute that interests us is the life
time of data. Atually, some data like shedule entry beome less important when the time
of the event has passed, even if it may be still important to save it.
RR n0123456789
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In the ase of data MULEs, data items are generally small entries (urrent temperature)
or trak of past events (enounters for epidemi monitoring). I.e. we an onsider that those
data items are small entries with potential temporal dependenies.
So, mobile devie data an be ategorized by size, prodution method (reation only,
read/write, append only), dependenies (temporal and spatial), life time and importane.
The size strongly aets the bakup system in order to:
- Resist to mobility or network problems during a transmission. The apaity of a
transmission depends mainly on the bandwidth and the onnetion time. The MTU
(Max Transfer Unit) an also be important. While bandwidth and MTU are generally
easy to know, the onnetion time depends more on mobility.
- Avoid to monopolize one terminal memory. Memory onsumption is a ritial aspet
in a mobile bakup system. In the same way, when baking-up a data item on a mobile
terminal, the size of the item aets the length of the transmission and thus the energy
onsumed by the bakup terminal. Therefore, deletion of replias an be needed to
free some spae on terminals. It an be deided depending on the size of the replias,
on the arrival of a new version, on the number of replias, et...
On the other hand, prodution method aets the part of data that needs to be saved
(i.e. the entire le or the new entry, et...) and the dependeny (e.g. when baking-up just
an entry that depends on other). Moreover, dependenies aet the integrity of the bakup
and thus needs some version traking presented in setion 3.3. Finally, we aet a priority
to eah data item relatively to its importane and try to save data with highest priority rst
(setion 4).
3.2 Dispersion of replias
Sine data size an be quite huge, there is a need for fragmentation of les. Moreover,
the high probability of a terminal failure to restore a replia reates a need for a exible
repliation sheme. Courtes et al. [6℄ have already looked at methods for redundany and
ompression in that system. First, we onsider that all the data items that have spatial
dependenies are agglomerated into one data item (the priority of the new item is the highest
of the agglomerated items) so that the only dependenies we onsider are the temporal ones.
Then, we onsider the (n, k) repliation sheme (as in Rabin's information dispersal
algorithm [16℄) that fragments the data into n fragments where only k are required to
reonstrut the data. We also onsider delta-ompression whih saves only the dierenes
between an old version and a new version of the same le. While the (n, k) repliation sheme
reates loosely spatial dependenies, delta-ompression reates strit temporal dependenies.
Simple repliation is just a (n, k) repliation sheme with k = 1. Repliation when delta-
ompressing is made on generated delta.
So, we now onsider the following format for every data item to save:
- n fragments.
INRIA
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- Only k fragments are required to reonstrut the data item.
- The data item an have temporal dependenies on some other data (and then the
priority of old data should be inreased if the priority of the new data item is higher).
3.3 Versions traking
Figure 2: Dependenies an prevent us to free some memory spae when a new version of a
data item arrives.
Given onsidered propagation and dissemination shemes, some issues an appear regard-
ing arrival of new version of a data item to bakup. Firstly, in presene of dependenies,
the old version of a data should be kept until all dependenies of the new version have been
baked-up to the resilient server exhibited in gure 2).
Conits may appear in our system. As a matter of fat, when you bakup the data
of a mobile devie on a xed station, no onit an ours sine all versions of the same
data item are on the same devie (the mobile terminal). But, onsidering our propagation
sheme, a onit may appear (see gure 3) when a data item is baked-up on another mobile
devie and an old version of this same data item is loated on the Internet server: if a failure
ours, the lient may restore the old version from the server and work on it, generating a
onit with the version baked-up on the mobile devie. When faing suh a situation, our
system must use onit resolution mehanisms suh as in Coda [12℄ or Bayou [22℄.
Regarding those issues, the system must keep trak of replias' versions.
RR n0123456789
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Figure 3: Conit appearing during a restoration.
4 Estimating bakup reliability
In this setion, we look at how to estimate in real time the probability of a data item to be
orretly restored and how we an use this estimation to order bakups.
4.1 Reliability estimation
For the moment, let just onsider the (n, k) repliation sheme. Let Pi be the probability of
getting bak the replia i and Pli the probability of being able to get bak l replias between
the rst i ones. Then we an infer from gure 4):
P
l
i = (1− Pi) · P
l
i−1 + Pi · P
l−1
i−1 (1)
INRIA
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Figure 4: Graphial proof of equation (1).
In partiular,
P
k
k =
k∏
l=1
Pl (2)
P
l
i = 0 if i < l (3)
P
0
i = 1 (4)
When baking-up an additional replia, we an estimate the inuene on the probability
of getting bak the entire data item. That is orret, of ourse, only if we save eah replia
on a dierent terminal whih means that all Pi are independent. We an handle the ase
of two replias being baked-up on the same terminal by onsidering that they will have
the same probability Pi, whih is a viable assumption sine they use the same transmission
anal. Thus, if we save m replias onto the same terminal at the same time, the equation
(1) beomes:
P
l
i+m = (1− Pi+1) · P
l
i + Pi+1 · P
l−m
i (5)
We onsider that saving another replia later on an already used terminal is an independent
event beause too muh time generally happens between two enounters of the same terminal.
The last things that we must take into aount are the temporal dependenies. The
probability of orretly restoring a new data item depending on old ones is the probability
of restoring the new data item multiplied by the probability of restoring the old data items.
RR n0123456789
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Considering all those points, we an estimate the probability of a orret reovery during
the bakup itself.
4.2 Priority and replia sheduling algorithm
We said in setion 3.1 that eah data item is assoiated with a priority. That priority is
supposed to be established by prior mehanisms (user intervention for instane) and is given
as a desired bakup resiliene (e.g. a probability). We an lassify data to be baked-up
using a queue ordered by the priority of the data item minus the omputed probability of
suessful bakup.
Fp is a priority queue of data to save. The priority eld of a data struture is the priority
aeted to a data item. The algorithm 1 shows a general algorithm to order data paket to
save. First, if we have data to save, we try use the terminal until it beomes unreahable.
We pull o the queue the rst data item whih an be saved on terminal t. Then we save
the next paket (index i) and reompute the probability of a suessful bakup. If the
probability is not high enough then the data item is re-enqueued in Fp.
OnMeeting(t)
(1) while Reahable(t) and DataToSave
(2) d← Pull(Fp, CanSave, t)
(3) if not Exists(d) then break
(4) l ← NextPaket(d)
(5) p← Save(t, GetPaket(d, i))
(6) proba← ReomputeP(d, p, t, i)
(7) if proba < d.priority
(8) Push(Fp, d, d.priority − proba)
Algorithm 1: When meeting another terminal
ReomputeP in algorithm 1 an be done using equations (1) and (5). It needs to
keep k entries (to keep (Pli)1≤i≤k) and to reompute them eah time a new paket is added
(and thus needs k operations). Therefore, we have a realisti real-time algorithm to order
repliate.
5 Replia management by bakup terminals
Using neighbors wireless applianes for data bakups onsumes resoures as mentioned in
setion 2. In this setion, we onentrate on memory usage. If we onsider assigning a
ertain amount of memory to the system, free spae an beome a problem after a ertain
time. Firstly, an appliane an need more memory to perform its tasks. Seondly, replias
INRIA
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more important than those stored on the appliane an be refused due to a lak of memory.
So we must see whih are the riteria to manage replias on bakup terminals.
5.1 Deteting useless replias
A replia beomes useless either when it has been saved on the destination server or when it
has been outdated. A replia being outdated means that either its data are no more useful
(like one-month old temperatures if we just want less than one-week old ones) or that it has
been updated by new data (like a shedule entry being replaed).
A terminal an know when a replia has been saved on the resilient server or has been
updated when either:
1. the bakup has been performed by the terminal,
2. the owner has notied the terminal,
3. the server has notied the terminal,
4. a notiation has been issued by other terminal.
While ases 1, 2 and 3 an be done when interating with either the terminal or the
server, the ase 4 needs propagation and thus an waste ommuniation resoures.
The lifetime of a replia an be given by the owner when doing the bakup. Besides
deleting replias after a ertain time, we an easily add messages to say that a replia is no
longer needed during other transmission but an eient protool has to be designed to do
it. Moreover, we must look at the ost of notiation propagation and the related seurity
problems.
5.2 Criteria to free memory when needed
After a long disonnetion time, memory usage an beome a problem either for our system or
for the lassial terminal usages even if outdated or baked-up replias are deleted. To handle
this issue, some replias must be deleted based on partial informations. When deleting suh
a replia, several riteria should be taken into aount:
- the age of the replia an help the terminal to estimate if it has been baked-up,
updated or if its has a good hane to be no longer relevant. The time period between
onnetions of the owner of the replia and the mean time before a replia reahes the
Internet in the system an be useful to estimate the life-time.
- the bakup resiliene and its importane an be used to selet the less relevant replias.
When a replia has reahed a high resiliene ompared to its importane, deleting it
an be painless. Of ourse, we want to be fair towards eah user and prevent a user
to delare that all his data is important (we an also inlude more trusted terminals
to the omparison).
RR n0123456789
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- the data size is also important: the more spae we get bak, the better. It is more
eient to delete a lot of data items from the same user than deleting data of several
users (notably when they are data of an untrusted user). Furthermore, a replia an
have a lot of dependenies that an be deleted at the same time than the replia.
- It is also possible, espeially in the ase of data MULEs, to merge replias between
terminals to free memory from one to other. If we look at data from epidemi traking
sensor networks, traks of animal enounters an be merged into a single one on a
single sensor.
We have seen a lot of riteria that an be used to determine whih replia to delete or
to merge. Many of them require some information and a spei ommuniation protool.
Some seurity mehanisms are also needed to prevent either automati deletion by a terminal
or lies on the importane of their data.
6 Future works
We have seen a general design of the system and an algorithm to order bakups. We will
now look at open problems and espeially those on whih our future works are sheduled..
We have seen several requirements in setion 2. Firstly, the system must be user-
transparent. Thus, in the proposed algorithms, priority of the bakups must be determined
by the system itself using knowledge on the data (and an thus an depends on the ontext
of the user).
Seondly, the system should not rely on prior relationship. I.e. the system needs on-
dentiality tehniques and inentives. Indeed, in the MoSAIC system, eah terminal does not
known eah other a priori and thus entrusting bakups to a terminal means 1) proteting
data from beeing reads by bakup peers and 2) beeing able to entrust the bakup proess
to the peer. Of ourse, this does not apply for data MULEs or ollaborative robots beause
all the peers belong to the same system. The only needed protetion might be enryption
against outsiders listening to the ommuniations.
Thirdly, the system should not rely on spei hardware but on lassial wireless inter-
faes but without interferene with lassial use of those interfaes. In addition, the network
layer should take into aount the high mobility and the energy onsumption.
One main pending issue is the estimation of the probability of one paket being orretly
restored (Pi). The main parameter is the reliability of the devie itself. An evaluation of this
reliability an be given by inentives. Other parameters an be battery lifetime, terminal
ontext (during holidays, it has less hane to get in touh with the Internet than during
workdays) and available memory. Thoses parameters will be dierent for data MULEs and
robot networks.
We have evoked resoure management related issues suh as dereasing memory and
energy onsumption. We have also talked about deletion of replias to free memory for
other ones. More works are needed in order to know how to selet replias that an be
deleted and how they aet the eieny of the bakup system. Besides, for data MULEs
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and ollaborative robots, all applianes an read the data (there is no need for ondentiality
tehnis) and thus get a better understanding on the way to redue memory usage by doing
data aggregation (like in [21℄) and bakup reoniliation [14℄.
The delivery of data on the Internet by a ontributor should be fast and light. That is
to say that we need to leverly design the delivery protool to redue the tra between
ontributors and Internet servers. Besides, for olaborative robots, we an envision a loal
brain whih see only part of the informations loated on the Internet server. The same
thing an be onsidered for lassial mobile devies where we an envision the presene of
Infostations [7℄. In mobile sensor networks, sensor readers are the same as Infostations or
the loal brain: they generally have little knowledge of the whole storage but are reliable
storage in themself. The main point with thoses loal brains is that the devies should
bakup data to them but avoid tra usage with transmitting already saved bakups.
7 Related works
Inreasing data resiliene is usually done through hardware repliation [15℄. In network le
systems, repliation of data an be realized using several data server [18℄. Reently peer-to-
peer le systems have used repliation to inrease data availability [11℄ and have paved the
way for ollaborative bakup servies [2, 5℄.
In a mobile ontext, Rumor [8℄ and Roam [17℄ use peers to repliate data for high
availability but an hardly handle high mobility due to the lusterization of the peers.
Indeed, when a peer moves from a luster to another, data repliation between lusters
is needed. In fat, Rumor and Roam are not designed for bakup reovery but for high
availability and data sharing. Moreover, neither Rumor nor Roam exploits opportunisti
repliation on random mobile peer.
AdHoFS [3℄ and Segank [20℄ provide the same failities as Rumor and Roam. They are
le systems that fous on high availability and data sharing. AdHoFS transposes peer-to-
peer le systems' paradigms to ad ho networks and Segank onentrates on one person's
devies (either mobile or xed) to get a uniform le system. Therefore, neither AdHoFS
nor Segank gives support for high mobility.
FlashBak [13℄ is a bakup system for mobile devie that an handle quite eiently data
loss or even devie failure like destrution or robbery. However, FlashBak uses devies of
a Personal Area Network (PAN) to manage the bakups. Hene, FlashBak is designed for
people with several wireless mobile devies on them.
On the ontrary, we aim at reating a bakup system that an be used on wireless
mobile devies without other prerequisites. We espeially want to handle high mobility and
to get advantage of randomly enountered peers with no prior trust relationship (ontrary
to Segank or AdHoFS).
RR n0123456789
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8 Conlusion
Existing bakup systems for mobile devie usually rely on pre-established trust between all
partiipants and very light mobility. We have presented a general design for a bakup system
that an handle high mobility and does not rely on pre-established relationship. We have
outlined several issues onerning this system and presented an algorithm to order replias.
Issues regarding inentives, ondentiality, high mobility and resoure management are
still to be resolved. In the near future, we will onentrate on resoure management, espe-
ially strategies for replias replaement in the speial ase of mobile sensor networks and
ollaborative robots.
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